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Abstract—In this paper, we proposed a context-aware group
buying mechanism to reduce users’ data cost based on the content
similarity. Each user’s cost is formulated as the combination of the
content-aware data cost and location-aware sharing cost. Data cost
is the payoff of the spectrum owner’s channel to download files and
sharing cost is the energy and time cost in transmitting files among
the coalition. Compared with downloading data alone, users would
like to form different groups and download the traffic data first and
then share data among the group to achieve a lower cost. The cost
reducing problem through group buying mechanism is modeled as
a coalition formation game (CFG). Besides the traditional Pareto
order, a coalition order maximizing the coalition’s benefit and a
selfish order maximizing users’ benefit are proposed. The CFGs
with the two proposed orders are proved to be potential games,
respectively, and the existence of the stable coalition partitions are
also guaranteed by Nash equilibria. A cooperative exchange mechanism is designed, where users can make decisions cooperatively
to achieve better performance. Simulation results show that the
context awareness group buying reduces the cost and improves
the benefit significantly compared with the situation without context awareness. The proposed orders both have better performance
than the Pareto order.
Index Terms—Group buying, coalition formation games, context
awareness, spectrum market.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE spectrum shortage problem has become much more serious since the Internet of Things (IoT) was proposed. The
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number of machines connecting to the Internet has exploded
and aggravated the shortage. The cognitive radio technology,
which allows the secondary users access the channel when authorized users are absent or silent, can be used in the IoT [1],
[2], or device-to-device (D2D) networks [3]–[6] to improve the
spectrum efficiency. However, it may cause spectrum disorder,
spectrum security and other problems due to the openness of
opportunistic spectrum access property and the lack of supervision mechanism. What’s more, the cognitive radio makes little
benefit for the spectrum owner. In other words, the spectrum
owners have no incentives and reasons to share the spectrum
with secondary users.
Recently, the spectrum market, which makes spectrum trading between users, has drawn many researchers’ attention. The
spectrum market provides an economical way of resource allocation and may bring a efficient situation to both spectrum
owners and buyers. On one hand, the spectrum owners would
like to sell the spectrum to get some rewards when they do not
need. On the other hand, users may buy the spectrum to transmit data under the market mechanism protecting from disorder
behavior and, the transmitting quality can be improved through
paying more. Compared with traditional bargaining and auction
way, the group buying mechanism can bring a win-win situation to both spectrum owners and buyers. In some situations, the
spectrum price may also be too high to afford alone for single
user. Besides, the cooperation between users would bring more
benefits, such as user-assistant caching or cooperative communication in D2D networks. Hence, the effective cooperation mechanism in spectrum market needs be further investigated.
In some situations, such as video steam sharing [8] or content
distribution [9], [10], users have some similar traffic to download. If they finish their own communication alone, it brings
more cost for users and more waste for the system, especially in
the heavy traffic situation. To reduce the cost, they could cooperate to afford the downloading cost through the data reuse. In
the related content distribution works, many researchers focused
on the mobility issue and investigated the efficient distribution
problems. But the files downloading cost was not paid much
attention. In the caching situations, the majority works focused
on the caching hit rate for single user, and the multiple users’
files downloading cost problem is not studied further, either.
In this paper, a context awareness group buying is proposed
and modeled into a coalition formation game to reduce the users’
downloading cost. Considering the situation where users may
have same data to download, a repeated data reusing mechanism
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is designed. Users may form coalitions based on the content
awareness of the similar traffic. In this mechanism, the repeated
traffic data is downloaded on the paid channel only once, and
then shared among the coalition. The sharing cost related to the
network topology is also considered as the coalition formation
cost. The existence of stable coalition partition of the proposed
coalition formation games (CFGs) are also analyzed.
To summarize, the contributions in this paper are as follows:
r Based on the data reuse, the context-aware group buying
mechanism is proposed to reduce the data downloading
cost in spectrum market. Users would form into groups,
download the group’s total files once time and then distributed to other members. The cost is formulated as the
sum of the content-aware data cost and location-aware
sharing cost. The cost reducing problem is modeled as a
coalition formation game.
r A selfish order and a coalition order are proposed in this
paper. Different with the traditional Pareto order, the coalition order maximizes the new coalition benefit, and selfish
order maximizes only user’s own benefit. The CFGs with
coalition order are proved to be potential games which have
at least one pure Nash equilibrium, known as the stable
coalition partition. The potential game and the existence of
stable coalition partition with selfish order are also proved
and guaranteed with the no sharing cost assumption.
r A cooperative exchange mechanism is proposed to improve the benefit further. Under the proposed mechanism,
users can change cooperatively the action same time for
higher benefits, which improve the Nash equilibriums with
only one user action changed situation. The stable coalition partition of the cooperative exchange mechanism also
holds.
r Simulation results show that the CAGB mechanism
achieves better performance than the non-group buying situations. The two proposed orders are both better than the
Pareto order. The selfish order has a close performance to
the coalition order’s on average cost, but worse in fairness
aspect. Results also show that the cooperative exchange
mechanism improves the performance of the final coalition partition.
Note that some context awareness caching problem can be
found in our previous work [11]–[13]. This article is an extension of the paper [11], and the main differences are: (i) the
caching cost are formulated with different caching mechanisms
and parameters. Each node’s caching files are regarded as entirety in this paper and [11], as independent strategy in [12], and
as coupled strategies in [13]. The sharing cost is presented in
this paper and while [13] has different formulations. Meanwhile,
the sharing cost is even ignored in [11] and [12]. (ii) the problem is modeled as different game models. A local cooperative
game is used in [13] and coalition formation games are in [11],
[12] and this paper. For details, the model in [12] is overlapped
while other two are not. Then two orders are proposed in this
paper. (iii) The learning approaches are also different. We use
the log-linear learning in [25], the best response in [23] and this
paper. Also, an exchange mechanism is studied to achieve better
performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related works about group buying and coalition formulation games
are reviewed. The system model of the context awareness group
buying and cost reducing problem are introduced in Section III.
In Section IV, the coalition formation game is modeled. The
Pareto order, coalition order and selfish order are proposed and
the stable coalition partition existence in three orders are also
analyzed and, the best response algorithm in coalition formation games is modified. The simulation results are discussed in
Section V and we provide a conclusion in the last section.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Data Sharing in D2D Networks
D2D technology which has been regarded as a mixture of adhoc and centralized communications, has drawn a lot of attention
in many fields [7], [14], [15], such as content distribution [17],
[18], multi-channel transmission [19], [20].
Content distribution [8], [9], [16]–[18] is an emerging
technology based on D2D communications and can improve
spectrum efficiency. A novel framework for energy efficient
content distribution over cellular wireless networks with mobileto-mobile cooperation was proposed in [17]. Authors in [18] introduced a coalitional graph game model to the popular content
distribution problem in vehicular ad hoc networks, considering a
high speed model. Authors in [8] investigated the video sharing
situation with D2D-assited cellular network from the energy efficiency view. The coalition formation game is also used in their
study to find the better cooperation for users. Besides cellular
networks, content distribution has also been studied in vehicular
networks [9], [16] and the mobility issue is the key point.
There are also many related about works current peer-topeer (P2P) file sharing methods in mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs). Authors in [21] an interest-oriented file searching
scheme for high file searching efficiency, with deriving a node’s
interests from its files. Authors in [22] studied the network coding and developed an analytical framework that characterized a
coding-based P2P content distribution market. Authors in [23]
made some review of the P2P and internet service providers and
presented a classification of the possible approaches for interaction between them. Recently, authors in [24] focused on the
large-scale and designed a motive mechanism to provide quick
files uploading. A guarantee-based trust model was proposed for
Chord-based P2P networks in [25], to solve the shortcomings
of slow convergence and high complexity.
B. Context Awareness Group Buying
Group buying is an interesting topic and has drawn much
attention recently. The original group-buying concept is a kind
of pricing mechanism [26] and has been widely employed in
today’s Internet business. On one hand, it reduces some common part for buyers. On the other, it increases the purchase with
more buyers. Therefore, the group buying brings about a winwin situation both for the market and buyers. The early work
[27] about group buying was studied in 2002. Authors in [27]
built an incomplete information dynamic game to model the
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group buying mechanism and illustrated the bidding process.
A weakly dominant strategy was approached. Some spectrum
auction research also employed group buying mechanism [28]–
[30]. Authors in [28] focused on the fairness issues with low
budget buyers. They proposed a three-stage spectrum auction
mechanism to improve the probability of accessing the channel
for low budget users. Authors in [29] proposed a more effective algorithm compared with their former research work [30]
and achieved better performance. Besides the spectrum auction,
group buying has also been used in resource allocation in energy
market. Authors in [31] studied the energy ahead selling model
in smart grid through group buying to reduce the cost. They also
proposed a Stackelberg game framework to balance loads when
the traffic demands did not meet the energy supply.
The coalition formation games have been used in resource
allocation widely [32]–[36]. Cooperative sensing in cognitive
radio networks is a classical coalition formation game model
[32]. Users form a coalition to improve the sensing accuracy
and share the channel among the coalition. Authors in [36]
investigated distributed long-term base station clustering in cellular networks considering the channel state information acquisition and interference alignment. A node clustering work [34]
studied about ad hoc network and handled stable size-restricted
clusters. A remote radio head cooperation in cloud radio access
network [35] and message sharing in vehicular networks [34]
were studied recently. Authors in [38] focused on the application of overlapping coalition situations in wireless communication networks. A context-aware group buying mechanism
[37] is proposed in small cell networks to improve the spectrum
efficiency and users’ service qualities. The spectrum auction
combined with overlapping coalition was proposed in [39]. A
constrained coalition formation game was studied in multihop
D2D networks for content uploading in [40].
Context awareness describes the users’ complex relationship
between environment and other users through sensing and learning, which may be useful to improve quality of experience
(QoE). Authors in [41] studied the opportunistic spectrum access based on social awareness to improve the QoE. Authors in
[42] focused on the interference management in D2D networks.
An overview of D2D network resource allocation about social
awareness was presented in [43]. Some recent advances and key
requirements were respectively discussed and outlined to provide some guidelines for future research. Authors in [44] used
an evolution game and modeled the relay cost reducing problem
in content dissemination networks. A systematic review of the
existing approaches for data dissemination over mobile wireless networks was introduced in [45]. A beyond expectation
optimization problem was investigated to make full use of the
time-varying channel quality in opportunistic spectrum access
in [46].
In this paper, we combine the group buying and context
awareness together, and focus on the cost reducing problem.
The traffic awareness related to the data cost as well as the location awareness related to the sharing cost are considered as
the coalition formation cost. Two non-Pareto orders are also
proposed in coalition formation game compared with the Perto
order. The coalition formation games (CFGs) are proved to
be potential games and have stable coalition partition. The
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Fig. 1. The system model of the spectrum market with context awareness
group buying.

exchange mechanism is another difference compared with other
existing works.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. System Model
We consider a spectrum market with multiple users in D2D
networks, where the spectrum market employed a spectrum pool
mechanism, shown in Fig. 1. When users have something to
download, they need to pay for the spectrum first. When finished,
the spectrum resource is released and returned to the pool for
other users. We do not distinguish the users’ dedicated channels
or the spectrum pool channel and they are regarded as the same
kind channel with same charging rules.
For the D2D communication between users, we assume that
they employ the outband model. Generally, the spectrum owners, such as the mobile operators, charge the payoff based on the
amount of traffic data. Denote the maximum of the data in one
slot as Lm ax and the price of the unit data as αd . User n has ln
traffic data to transmit and it needs to pay ln αd to the spectrum
market for transmission.1
Consider that user n has ln data to transmit in one spectrum
selling round. The data vector of user n is denoted as l(n) =
{dn 1 , dn 2 , ..., dn l n }. In some situations, the traffic data between
users may have the same part. For example, users are watching
a same video/match or playing the one game [9]. Besides these
popular content, some public information are also same for
users [16], [18]. In these situations, if each user downloads its
own data would bring many repeat downloading, which cost the
users’ benefits and system resource same time.
In this paper, we employed a Zip-f [47] distribution, which
has been verified to be true especially in larger scale. For a total
library with Dm ax files, the request probability of the k-th file
is given as:
 D
−1
m ax

γ
−γ
pk = k
i
,
(1)
i=1
1 If the traffic exceeds the maximum L
m a x , users can divide the traffic into
different part to satisfy the limit. And how to divide the traffic is an interesting
problem and needs to be further studied.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS AND DEFINITIONS

n is
rn (an , a−n ) = DCn (an , a−n ) + SCn (an , a−n ).

(4)

1) Data Cost: From the above system model, users should
find the coalition with most repeated traffic data to reduce
cost. We can use the context awareness degree to describe
the similarity between two users’ traffic contents. For user n
with data vector l(n), the corresponding context awareness is
β n = {βn 1 , βn 2 , ..., βn l n }, βn i = 1, 2, ..., where βn i means the
number of dn i in its coalition users. Denote user n’s strategy
is the coalition selection an and the corresponding coalition is
COa n . To reflect the social relationship between the user n and
coalition an , the context awareness degree is denoted as follows,
sn (an , a−n ) =

ln


βn i − ln ,

(5)

i=1

Fig. 2. A data structure example of the content awareness and no content
awareness group buying situations.

where γ is the shape parameter, representing the popularity
skewness [47].
To reduce the transmission cost, a repeated data reuse mechanism through group buying is proposed to make full use of
the repeated data among the users. In this way, the repeated data
would just need to be transmitted just once in the market channel
and then it can be shared within the group via D2D communications. The users in one coalition afford the cost together. For
example, when two users with demand vector l1 = [d1 , d2 ] and
l2 = [d1 , d3 ], form a coalition with lc = {d1 , d2 , d3 }, they can
almost cut down 25% data cost through reusing the repeated
data d1 . Fig. 2 shows the group buying mechanism that may
reduce the data cost compared with non group buying situation.
B. Problem Formulation
According to the distance limitation, two far users can not
share the data without others’ help. If two users are close enough
to communicate with each other, we call them neighbors, i.e.,
δ(n, m) = 1, and the neighbor set of user n is defined as
Jn = {m : δ(n, m) = 1, m ∈ N \n}.

(2)

The coalition user set of user n is as follows:
Ca n = {m : am = an , m ∈ N }.

(3)

Define the total traffic data the coalition an is lcoa (Ca n ). Notice
that due to the repeated data, the coalition total data
 may be
smaller than the sum of all users data, lcoa (Ca n ) ≤ i∈Ca n li .
Considering the group buying process, the total cost in a coalition includes two parts: (i) the data cost charged by the spectrum
market DCn , and (ii) the sharing cost between the users via D2D
communications SCn . Formally, the cost rn (an , a−n ) of user

which means that the total number of the same data in the
coalition COa n except user n itself. The other users strategies
is denoted as a−n .
The Shapley value [48] is very suitable for the cost sharing
problems in the coalition according to its fairness and optimization. Hence, it is reasonable to use the Shapley value for
each user to represent coalition data cost. Generally, the Shapley value is the expectation of marginal utility. In this paper, the
Shapley value of users data cost can be calculated as follows,
 l
αd
n
i=1 β n i , lcoa (Ca n ) ≤ Lm ax
, (6)
DCn (an , aJ n ) =
ln αd , lcoa (Ca n ) > Lm ax ,
which means the cost of traffic data is afforded by the number
of users who need this file equally, when the sum coalition data
demand lcoa (Ca n ) is smaller than the channel capacity Lm ax . If
not, it indicates that group is beyond capacity and the cooperative
mechanism cannot work. Therefore, users have to afford the cost
alone.
An example for content-aware data cost calculating is as follows. In Fig. 2, user 1’s content metric β is β = [2, 2, 1, 3]. For
file 5 with β = 3, it means there are three users needing file 5
in the current coalition. Therefore, each user affords 1/3 of the
cost. Then, the total cost of user 1 is as 1/2 + 1/2 + 1 + 1/3
with assuming αd = 1.
2) Sharing Cost: Another consideration in group forming is
the content distribution topology, including who downloads files
from the base station and how to distribute them to each member.
We employs a flood similar method to distribute the content
in this paper with minimizing the total flood times. A min-hop
flooding tree (MHFT) algorithm is used to find the head user and
the optimal flooding path, details shown in algorithm section.
After the path is settled down, the sharing cost is calculated in
the following rule. For one flood, the sharing cost is afforded by
the father node and the leaves equally. The sharing cost has a
linear relationship αs with the coalition total data lcoa (Cn ). An
example of the flooding tree is shown in Fig. 3. From the figure,
the user 1 is selected as the head to download the group’s total
files and the normalized cost is 1/5 due to four leaves users. For
user 4, it needs to pay the sharing cost twice, one for user 1 and
one for user 3 and 5 with the total cost 1/5 + 1/3.
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to form groups to enjoy a lower average price. From view of the
market, a lower price might motivate users to get more traffic
data and bring about an increase total benefit, which is similar
to some commercial behaviors in our daily lives. If the unit data
cost αs decreases with the increase of the total files number lcoa ,
users would have a larger fever in grouping.
IV. CONTEXT AWARENESS COALITION
FORMATION GAMES (CFGS)
Fig. 3. An example of one network topology and the corresponding min-hop
flooding tree.

To achieve the objective, users need to join the close group in
content awareness and in location awareness, i.e., without too
much sharing cost. Forming the better group under the consideration of the traffic data and topology is the key point in this
paper. This group buying mechanism is similar to the coalition
formation games. Hence, we model the process into a CFG and
propose three preference orders to achieve better performance.
A. Game Model

Fig. 4.

Comparison of tradition shift and proposed exchange mechanism.

According to the MHFT, for user n, if it is not the head of the
tree, then the number of users which have the same father node
with user n is denoted as MHFTk (n); if it is not the leaf node,
denote its children number as MHFTf (n). Then the sharing
cost can be formulated as follows,
SCn (an , a−n )
⎧
1
⎪
l (C )α
, user n is head
⎪
⎨ coa a n s M HFT f (n )+1
1
= lcoa (Ca n )αs M HFT k (n )+1 , user n is leaf
⎪
⎪
1
1
⎩ lcoa (Ca )αs (
n
M HFT f (n )+1 + M HFT k (n )+1 ).o.w.

un (an , a−n ) = rn (an , a−n ).
(7)

For the head and leaves, they only afford the sharing cost once,
and for the middle layer, they need to afford the sharing cost
twice, i.e., others flood to them and then flood to others.2
The objective of this work is to reduce each user’s cost through
forming a better coalition structure. Formally,
aopt = arg min(DCn (an , a−n ) + SCn (an , a−n )),

The game is modeled as G = {N , E, u, F, A, P }, where the
N is the decision user set and u is the utility function. E is the
network topology, i.e., each user’s neighbor information. F is
the decision function that determines users how to join or leave
the coalition. A = {a1 , a2 , ..., aN } is the total users decision set.
P is the coalition structure P = 
{CO1 , CO2 , ..., COm }, i, j ∈
S, COi,j ∈ P, COi ∩ COj = ∅, COi = S. The utility function is defined as user’s data cost.

(8)

where the purpose of the former part about the content awareness, is to find the coalition with most repeated traffic data. The
purpose of the second part about the location awareness, is to
join the coalition with least sharing cost. The content awareness
and the location awareness are the two aspects of the context
awareness. A coalition formation game proposed in the next
section is to solve the problem.
Remark 1: The data unit cost αd is a constant in this paper.
Sometimes, it might vary from situation to situation. For example, the operators’ pricing rules may be state-phased. The more
the traffic data, the cheaper the price is. In this way, users prefer
2 In the sharing cost, we just simply share the total coalition data with all
users, which means the total contents are shared as an entirety for all coalition
mates. Hence, according to the MHFT, users can delete some data based on the
flooding sequence to reduce cost. However, the content-aware selective flooding
is a little beyond the coalition formation cost in this paper and can be investigated
in future.

(9)

Definition 1 (Preference order): The preference order n
for any user n, n ∈ N , is defined as a complete, reflexive, and
transitive binary relation over the set of all feasible coalitions
that user n can possibly form.
A user decides to leave or join a coalition based on the preference order. For example, for user n, if CO n CO , user n
prefers being a member of coalition CO rather than coalition
CO . Generally, the preference order influences the convergence
and final coalition structure. In this paper, we consider three different preference orders as follows.
Definition 2 (Pareto order): For each user n and all coalition
CO, CO ∈ P , we say that:
CO n CO ⇔ rn (CO) < rn (CO ) ∧ ri (CO) ≤ ri (CO\n)
∀i ∈ CO\{n} ∧ ri (CO ) ≤ ri (CO \{n})∀i ∈ CO \n. (10)
The Pareto is an ordinary preference order in CFG. In Pareto
order, users will never damage other users in the original and
new coalition. The property ensures that the coalition profit will
not decrease and the existence of the stable coalition partition.
However, the users profit is limited.
Definition 3 (Coalition order): For each user n and all coalition CO, CO in P , we say that:


CO n CO ⇔
ri (CO) + rn (n) −
ri (CO)
>


i∈C O  \n

i∈C O \n

ri (CO ) + rn (n) −


i∈C O 

i∈C O

ri (CO ),

(11)
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which means user n joins the coalition where it can bring about
the maximum decline in cost. This preference order cares about
the coalition total social welfare.
Definition 4 (Selfish order): For each user n and all coalition
CO, CO ∈ P , we say that:
CO n CO ⇔ rn(CO) < rn(CO ) ∧ ri (CO) ≤ ri (CO\{n})
∀i ∈ CO\{n}.

(12)

Compared with the Pareto order, the selfish order does not care
about the original coalition’s utility. The user simply pursues a
higher benefit of itself and the new coalition.
Based on the preference order, the merge and split rules for
the coalition formation game are provided as follows.
Definition 5 (Merge rule): Merge any pair of coalitions CO
and CO into a unique feasible coalition when all the users have
an increased benefit, formally {CO ∪ CO } ⇔ [∀i ∈ CO, (CO
∪ CO )i CO] ∧ [∀i ∈ CO , (CO ∪ CO )i CO ].
Definition 6 (Split rule): Split any coalition in feasible coalitions when at least one user can benefit from the behavior, formally {CO, CO } ⇔ [∃i ∈ CO, COi (CO ∪ CO )] ∨
[∀i ∈ CO , CO i (CO ∪ CO )].
The merge rule shows that two coalitions would form a larger
coalition if at least one user reduces the cost, while all the other
involved users do not experience a higher cost. The split rule
implies that a coalition may split into two parts if there exists at
least one player that obtains a lower cost, with other users change
under the different Pareto order and selfish order constraints.
The swift action in traditional CFG is divided into two parts:
leaving the coalition and joining in another one. In both processes, the preference is obeyed, which means the user’s benefit
is not decreasing all the time. However, for some situations,
forming a feasible coalition is always better than being alone,
such as a spectrum sensing in the cognitive radio networks. In
these situations, once a user joins a coalition, it seldom leaves
the coalition. The first choice becomes important and the performance is almost always trapped into a local optimization.
The same situation is with the Pareto order. The users in Pareto
order are easily trapped by their coalition mates because leaving
coalition would decrease the rest utility.
To overcome the above disadvantages, a cooperative exchange mechanism is proposed in this paper.
Definition 7 (Cooperative exchange mechanism): For user
subset su1 ⊂ CO1 , su2 ⊂ CO2 and all coalition CO1 , CO2 ∈
P , there exists an exchange if every user in the newly formed
coalition CO1 , CO2 has a better utility.
su

su

2
1
−−→
CO2
CO1 ←−−

⇔ ∀i ∈ CO1 , CO2 , ri (CO1 , CO2 ) ≤ ri (CO1 , CO2 ). (13)
Under different orders, the proposed cooperative exchange
mechanism has different definitions. For example, with Pareto
order, coalitions will receive a reward through user exchange.
But with selfish order, part of the users in the coalition CO find
that they can reform a new coalition with some users in coalition CO and in the newly formed coalition they will achieve a
lower cost. Hence, they abandon their original mates, leave the
coalition and form a new one. For the abandoned users in coalition CO, CO , they can just keep separated or form a coalition

based on the benefit. Only part of the users achieve a higher
benefit through exchange with selfish order not all in the Pareto
situation.
The cooperative exchange mechanism brings about dramatical changes in coalition partition. Especially, when there are
many kinds of exchange between coalitions, such as one-toone, one-to-many, and many-to-many. In this paper, we only
analyze the former two situations in the next subsection and
evaluate all three in the simulation results and discuss them.
B. Analysis of the Stable Coalition Partition
Definition 8 (Stable coalition partition): We say a coalition
partition is stable, if every user can not improve its utility through
changing its coalition selection unilaterally with the corresponding order. That is,
ri (an , a−n ) < ri (an , a−n ), ∀i ∈ N , an = an .

(14)

For the coalition order and the selfish order, the stability is also
called Nash stability.
1) Pareto Order: The stable partition with Pareto order is
straight forward.
Theorem 1: The coalition formation game with the Pareto
order finally converges to a stable coalition partition.
Proof: In the above coalition formation game, the user set
and the coalition number is finite. According to the Pareto order,
the system coalition partition will shift between finite states, and
finally converge to a stable one. More details can be found in
[49].

Based on Pareto order, the exchange mechanism may make a
difference to the stability of the final coalition partition.
Theorem 2: The coalition formation game with the Pareto
order and cooperative exchange mechanism also has a stable
coalition partition.
Proof: Due to the exchange mechanism jumps, the single
user situation within the traditional shift action, the whole process in exchange still obeys the Pareto order. For example, user n
in coalition CO1 exchanges with user k in coalition CO2 . Based
on the exchange definition with Pareto order, the users n, k both
realize a higher benefit and so do the rest users in the coalition
CO1 , CO2 . Hence, the exchange process satisfies the Pareto order and continues the convergence process. According to the
Pareto order property [49], the CFG with exchange mechanism
also has a stable coalition partition with Pareto order.

2) Coalition Order: According to the coalition order, the
utility of the proposed CFG is as

[ri (Cn ∪ n) − ri (Cn )]
un (an , a−n ) =
i∈Cn \n

+ rn (Cn ∪ n) − rn (n),

(15)

which is the cost change of the user n and the coalition CO due
to user n joining in the coalition an .
Theorem 3: The proposed coalition formation game with
coalition order has at least one stable coalition partition.
Definition 9 (Exact potential game [50]): If there exists a potential function Φ, when a user changes its decision unilaterally,
the difference in the potential function and in its utility function is same, the game is an exact potential game with potential
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function Φ. Formally,
Φ(an , a−n ) − Φ(an , a−n ) = un (an , a−n ) − un (an , a−n ),
∀an ∈ An , an = a∗n .

(16)

Lemma 1: The potential game has at least one pure Nash
equilibrium.
Proof: Denote the potential function Φ of the coalition formation game as follows:

ri (an , a−n ),
(17)
Φ(an , a−n ) =
i∈N

which is the sum of the all users cost.
When user n changes the decision from an to an , the change
in potential function is
Φ(an , a−n ) − Φ(an , a−n )


ri (an , a−n ) −
ri (an , a−n )
=
i∈N

=



i∈N

[ri (an , a−n ) − ri (an , a−n )]

i∈Ca n

+



[ri (an , a−n ) − ri (an , a−n )]

i∈Ca n

+



[ri (an , a−n ) − ri (an , a−n )]

i∈o.w .

+ rn ((an , a−n )) − ri (an , a−n ),

(18)

where the fourth part has no relationship with user n and hence
is 0.
The change in utility function is as follows:
un (an , a−n ) − un (an , a−n )

[ri (Ca n ∪ n) − ri (Ca n )] + rn (Ca n ∪ n) − rn (n)
=
i∈Cn \n



−

[ri (Ca n ∪ n) − ri (Ca n )] − rn (Ca n ∪ n) + rn (n)

i∈Cn \n

=



⎡

⎣ri (an , a−n ) −

i∈Ca n

+





⎡

⎤

⎣ri (an , a−n ) −

i∈Ca n



⎤
ri (an , a−n )⎦

i∈Ca n

ln


un i (an , a−n )

(20)

i=1

Φx =

βn i
N 

αd
n =1 k =1

i∈N

= Φ(an , a−n ) − Φ(an , a−n ),

un (an , a−n ) =

(21)

where βn i is the number of the data dn i in the coalition an .
For data dn i , assume the corresponding sequence number in
Dm ax is x, the corresponding sub-potential function is defined
as Φx ,

+ rn ((an , a−n )) − ri (an , a−n )


ri (an , a−n ) −
ri (an , a−n )
=
i∈N

unilaterally changing action, which is also the stable coalition
formation partition in the CFG.
It should be pointed out that the coalition order finally minimizes the total coalitions cost, since the potential function is the
sum of total coalitions.
Theorem 4: The coalition order with cooperative exchange
mechanism also has a stable coalition partition under coalition
order.
Proof: Based on the above proof of the stable partition existence of the coalition order, there always exists a stable partition.
When the exchange mechanism happens, it also improves the selected users’ utilities, which is the same as the direction towards
the Nash equilibrium. In others words, even if the exchange
mechanism disturbs the convergence process, the coalition order would bring the path back to the right direction and finally
to a stable coalition under coalition order.

Remark 2: The exchange mechanism is similar to the concept of strong Nash equilibrium, both jumping out of a user
unilateral action change and considering the cooperative action
in improving the utility. However, due to the complexity of the
strong Nash equilibrium existence, the randomness of the network topology and users content in our model, we focus the
existence of stable coalition partition only under the concept
of ordinary Nash equilibrium, not the strong NE situation. The
exchange mechanism is used as an approach to improve the final
utilities in this paper.
3) Selfish Order: Due to the topology is generated randomly,
it is hard to use a specific formulation to represent the sharing
cost, which brings about lots of difficulties to prove the Nash
equilibrium existence. We ignore the sharing cost in this part to
prove the existence of the Nash equilibrium.
Theorem 5: Under the assumption of no sharing cost, the
CFG with the selfish order finally converges to a stable coalition
partition.
Proof: Define the utility function un (an , a−n ) of user n as
a cost sum of its all data dn i .

According to the system model, the utility of data dn i is
αd
,
un i (an , a−n ) =
βn i

ri (an , a−n )⎦

i∈Ca n
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(19)

where the change in the potential function is just equal to the
change in utility function. Hence, the game is an exact potential
game, which has at least a pure Nash equilibrium. According to
the definition of NE, the users can not achieve better utility from

k

,

(22)

which means the data x of all users in total coalitions. The
potential function is the Rosenthal’s potential function [52].
When the user n changes from coalition an = CO to an = CO ,
the change in utility function is
αd
αd
−
.
(23)
un i (an , a−n ) − un i (an , a−n ) =
βn i
βn i
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The change in potential is just as
Φx (an , a−n ) − Φx (an , a−n ) = un i (an , a−n ) − un i (an , a−n ).
(24)
The details is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [52].
Consider the final potential function as the sum of all the data
potential utility, that is
Φ(an , a−n ) =

D
m ax

Φx .

(25)

x=1

According to the potential games’ additive property, the coalition formation game with potential function Φ is also a potential
game, and has at least one pure Nash equilibrium. Therefore,
the CFG will converge to a stable coalition partition finally. 
The exchange mechanism does not interrupt the convergence
process, either. Hence, the CFG with exchange mechanism also
has a stable equilibrium under selfish order.
C. Case Discussion for Different Orders
In this subsection, the different use cases of the proposed
orders are discussed. Both the coalition order and selfish order
are cooperative mechanisms. Based on the definition of selfish
order, to improve other coalition mates’ utilities is the necessary
condition when joining in the coalition. Then, it may leave the
coalition to pursue its own better benefit, even this leaving behavior may damage the mates’ utilities of the original coalition.
This is the reason why it is called the order ”selfish”. For the
coalition order, it pursues the current coalition’s utility instead
of its own utility in selfish order. With the NE analysis of the
modeled games, the coalition order is achieving a total caching
cost minimization, while the selfish order pursues its personal
benefit. We also compare the variance of the two orders in the
simulation part in Fig. 8, and the coalition order achieves a fair
result compare with the selfish order.
Hence, to simply compare these two orders and to find the
better one, it may not be proper. It should be considered in some
specific situations. The following are three different cases, (i)
all caching nodes belong to the same organization or person.
(ii) caching nodes belong to different organization or people.
(iii) nodes are divided into several parts with corresponding
owners. For the first case, we only concerned about the total cost
instead of single node’s cost. On the opposite, when all nodes are
personality, the selfish behavior is reasonable. Compared with
the other two, the third case is complicated and the combination
of coalition order and selfish order might be a more proper
strategy.
V. BEST RESPONSE IN COALITION FORMATION GAMES
A. Min-Hop Flooding Tree Algorithm
According to the system model, the sharing cost is calculated based on the topology. For a small scale network, the
performance of the greedy algorithm is close to the exhaustive
searching but takes less computational effort. Hence, a greedy
algorithm is modified to search the min-hop flooding tree among
the coalition’s topology in this subsection. The greedy algorithm

Algorithm 1: A Greedy Approach of Min-Hop Flood Tree
(MHFT).
Initialization: Denote the total node set of the topology is
Nt and a empty set N  . Find the node with most neighbors,
and color them. If there are more than one nodes with the
maximum neighbors, select one node randomly. Denote the
selected node is xm ax and the corresponding neighbor set is
Jx m a x . Then, each of them affords the cost with SC([xm ax
αx m ax
∪ Jx m a x ]) = 1+|J
. Set N  = N  ∪ Jx m a x ∪ xm ax .
xm ax |
Loop: while N  = Nt
Find the node xm ax with most uncolored neighbors Jx m a x ,
color them. Repeat the cost calculating process, and update
the new metrics:
N  = N  ∪ Jx m a x ∪ xm ax
SC([xm ax ∪ Jx m a x]) = SC([xm ax ∪ Jx m a x]) +

(26)
αx m a x
1 + |Jx m a x|
(27)

End loop Record the node coloring sequence and the final
cost of the MHFL SCn .
is to find the node with most neighbors to color by steps. The
detail of the greedy searching is as follows.
B. Best Response Coalition Formation Algorithm
We modify the best response algorithm into the coalition
formation game with the selfish order. The proposed algorithm
is also suitable for the coalition order, by changing the utility
function from user to coalition.
Theorem 6: Under the selfish order and coalition order, the
proposed best response algorithm in coalition formation games
finally converges to a stable coalition partition.
Proof: The corresponding games of the two orders are
proved to be potential games, which has the finite improvement
property [51]. According to the property, the best algorithm
mechanism converges to the Nash equilibrium, which is the
stable partition in the CFG.

C. Introduction of Coalition Formation Mechanism
The system mechanism of coalition formation mainly contains following steps, especially for a new comer to join the
coalitions.
r Find neighbors and search coalitions from neighbors.
Based on the network topology, users can only join in
the nearby coalitions. Therefore, find neighbors is the first
step to join the coalition. Users can broadcast a Hello similar message and then the neighbors receiving this message
would response. Through the neighbor finding mechanism,
the user could know the neighbors around. Also, the around
coalition set can be get from the neighbors with further information exchange.
r Try to join in the coalition. Through communicating with
neighbors, the user could try to join one coalition through
the neighbor. The bridge neighbor has been the coalition
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Algorithm 2: Best Response Approach in Coalition Formation.
Initialization: Each user forms a non-cooperative and
independent coalition itself.
Loop:
Step 1: Users exchange information including data content
and coalition information.
Step 2: Assume the coalition partition is Pcoa = {{CO1 },
{CO2 }, ..., {COk }}. Select one user at one time randomly,
such as user n, calculate the utility when it joins all the
coalitions, respectively:
un (Pcoa ) = {rn (CO1 ), rn (CO1 ), ..., rn (COk )}.

(28)

Step 3: Find the best utility and join the corresponding
coalition.
aopt
n = arg min un (Pcoa ).

(29)

Update coalition partition and users’ utility.
Step 4: Exchange mechanism. For two coalitions
CO1 , CO2 , randomly select two user subsets of each
coalition, sui ⊂ COi , i = 1, 2. Denote the rest of the
coalition is sui . Complete the new benefit of the temporary
formed coalition su1,2 ∪ su2,1 and compare the utility. If
all users of at least one new formed coalition achieves a
better performance, the exchange mechanism works.
Check and update the coalition partition and utility.
End loop Until the coalition partition does not change with
a round of user.

member and know the coalition information. For the new
formed coalition, the flooding structure would be reconstructed. For the new comer and other members, the
demands information of the coalition can be updated with
through the neighbor. Then, the members’ cost utilities can
be calculated.
r Make decision. Based on the utilities, the user and the
original coalition members can make the decision whether
to join and accept the new user. If joining successfully,
the topology of the new formed coalition should be updated. So are the coalition information and utilities. In
some situations, if the user is jumping from one coalition
to another coalition, the leaving user might break and divide the original coalition into different parts. Hence, the
topology should be checked and updated to tackle with the
user’s leaving.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we compare the coalition order, selfish order
and Pareto order with different situations. Assume that there are
10 users randomly located in the system. Each user is generated
randomly ln = 100 traffic data from Dm ax = 500 different data,
respectively. The channel capacity Lm ax is set as 300. The unit
price of one data is αd = 1 and the sharing cost unit is αs =
0.05. We regenerate the demand vector and the network topology

Fig. 5. The average cost of different user numbers with Pareto order, selfish
order, and coalition order.

for each trial and we did 500 repeated trials to achieve the
average value.
A. Basic Performance
The users average cost with different number of users is shown
in Fig. 5. From the figure, we can find that the context awareness
relationship dramatically reduces the users’ costs compared with
non context awareness group buying situation. The proposed
coalition order and selfish order are both better than the Pareto
order. The reason for this result is that, sometimes the users
with selfish order and coalition order have a larger probability
and stronger desire to leave the current coalition to pursue a
better benefit. However, in the Pareto order situation, users are
trapped by the coalition members because leaving the coalition
may increase in cost of the rest in the coalition. Also, due to
that the potential function of coalition order is the total utility,
the coalition order achieves a little better performance than the
selfish order. The result provides us with two interesting facts:
(i) being totally public is not good, because the selfish behavior
of the two orders finally realizes a better performance than the
totally public behavior. (ii) suitable cooperation is better than
total selfish actions due to the coalition order and selfish order.
Note that the average cost line fluctuates in the figure. The
main reason is that there is an upper bound in the coalition structure. For example, if there are at most 4 users in one coalition,
when the total user number is increasing from 5 to 10, the performance of the average cost might decrease first until users’
number is 8, then increase. When the users’ number increases
from 4 to 5, the original coalition cannot afford 5 users at the
same time, so the coalition structure becomes one coalition with
4 users and one coalition with only one user. Since the group
mechanism contributes a lot in decreasing the cost, it is important to be in a full filled coalition instead of to be alone. Then,
the separated user has a bad performance, which also increases
the total users average cost performance. Then with the number
increasing, the new formed coalition has more users, which has
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The comparison of different cost situations.

Fig. 7. The comparison of best equilibrium, worst equilibrium, and
mean value.

a positive effect on total users’ average cost. Therefore, the cost
performance is decreasing until the coalition is full filled. This
situation lasts until the new formed coalition reaches the upper
bound, i.e., the users’ number reaches 8. The situation is the
same when the number increases from 4 to 5. The difference is
that the influence of increasing from 8 to 9 is smaller than that
of 4 to 5, because there are more users to afford the increasing
cost. Therefore, the performance shows such a fluctuant shape.
The average cost with different sharing cost has been shown
in Fig. 6. From the figure, we can find that the average cost
increases with the sharing cost αs , from 0.05 to 0.15.
B. Different Orders
In this subsection, we mainly discuss about the different aspects of the two proposed orders, i.e., the performance of NE
and the variance. The performance of NE is first compared in
Fig. 7. For every time demand and network topology generated,

Fig. 8.

The variance of selfish order and coalition order.

we do 100 trials using selfish order and coalition order. Then
the maximum value, minimum value and the mean value are
recorded. We generate 500 times demand and topology for each
user number and get the expectation of the corresponding values. From the figure, we can find that the average costs of two
proposed orders are very close. For the minimum, which can be
regarded as the optimal values, are almost close. However, for
the worst situations, the gap between two orders are increasing,
and the coalition order is still the better one.
Fig. 8 shows the variance of the two orders. Similar to the
above figure, we calculate the variance of the two proposed orders under the same simulation environment. From the results,
we can find that the variance of coalition order is smaller than
that of selfish order. The difference is caused by the different
definitions of the two orders. For selfish order, users care more
about their own benefits, which may reduce others’ benefits
sometime. On the opposite, the coalition order pursues coalition’s total benefits, which brings about a more fair result. In
this way, the variance of the coalition order is better.
C. Context Awareness
Fig. 9 shows the average cost with different Dm ax . With the
total data increasing, the content awareness between users is
decreasing. Therefore, the cost takes on upward trend. The proposed orders are also better than the Pareto order. Fig. 10 shows
the average cost of different users with heterogeneous location
awareness. In the simulations, a user is set to be connected with
all other users, which are located randomly Hence, the average
utility of the special one and others are shown in the figure.
The special user’s cost is lower than others in all three orders.
Because it can play a role as a bridge to connect two coalitions,
turning location advantage into benefit. Furthermore, we compare another location awareness in Fig. 11, where the topology
is designed to be all connected and another is partially connected. The average cost of coalition order is still the best of the
three orders. The figure shows that a well connective network
topology can reduce the cost and improve benefits.
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

The comparison of different number of total data.

The comparison of different connection of one user.
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Fig. 12. The comparison of exchange mechanism and no exchange situation
in Pareto and selfish order.

Fig. 13.

The compression ratio of three orders.

D. Exchange Mechanism
The exchange mechanism with Pareto order and selfish order
is shown in Fig. 12. We assume that all users can connect to each
other to enhance the probabilities of an exchange happening.
From the figure, the exchange mechanism has both improvement in the two orders, which indicates the effectiveness of the
mechanism. It also can be found that the improvement of selfish
order is larger than the Pareto order. The reason is similar to the
above. The successful probability of an exchange happening in
Pareto order is smaller than in selfish order, due to the fact that
the Pareto order protects all users.
E. Other Issue

Fig. 11.

The comparison of all connected and partially connected topology.

In this subsection, we consider some other metrics of the context awareness group buying situations. The compression ratio
of different orders are compared in Fig. 13. The compression ratio is defined as the ratio between total used spectrum resources
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the Zipf distribution has a better performance than the random
situation. Because users would have more similar files in the
Zipf distribution, especially in the most popular part. Therefore,
it would bring more benefits from cooperation.
VII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 14.
lengths.

The average number of users per channel with different demand

Fig. 15. The average cost comparison of Zipf and random distributions.
(N = 10).

and all users’ demands. A lower ratio indicates that the coalition
mates have more same data, which will bring a lower cost. From
the figure, the coalition order and the selfish order also achieve
close performance and better than the Pareto order.
Furthermore, we also compare the maximum number of users
per channel in Fig. 14. The metrics reflects the coalition formation in another way. The more users in one coalition, the lower
cost will be. With the increasing demand lengths, the channel
capacity of users is decreasing rapidly. Due to the increasing
demand length, the cooperation space for users is reducing. It
is hard to supply more users with the limit channel capacity.
Hence, the number of users in one coalition decrease.
Besides the Zipf distribution, we also compared with the
random distributions of users data. The comparison of two distributions are shown in Fig. 15. From the figure, we can find that

In this paper, the context awareness group buying was studied
to reduce the users’ cost in D2D network with spectrum market.
The users’ group buying cost was formulated as a mixture of
content-aware data cost and location-aware sharing cost in this
paper. To reduce the cost, users formed different groups based on
content and location awareness and downloaded the traffic in the
role of groups, instead of downloading the same traffic from the
base station repeatedly. The cost reducing problem was modeled
into a coalition formation game, and the content awareness related to data cost and location awareness related to sharing cost
were both considered in coalition forming. Besides the Pareto
order, a coalition order and a selfish order were proposed to
minimize the cost of coalition and user itself, respectively. The
existence of stable coalition partition was guaranteed through
proving the proposed CFG with two proposed orders were also
potential games. A further benefit improvement mechanism was
designed, where users could cooperate and make decision to
achieve better performance. Simulation results showed that the
group buying with context awareness significantly improved the
benefit compared to non-context awareness group buying situation, and the proposed coalition order and selfish order had
better performance than the Pareto order.
There are still some interesting works to study in future, such
as, the influence of users’ mobility. To adapt the user mobility,
there are some measures can be taken as follow: (i) We can
reduce users’ data length in one coalition formation process, to
short the sharing process, (ii) The coalition formation algorithm
can be set with a fixed iteration as upper bound, with sacrificing
part performance but achieving faster convergence,(iii) Furthermore, based on the prediction of users’ mobility, a stable time
weighted coalition formation mechanism might contribute to
solving the mobility problem in future.
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